Dear Chris,

Cardiull PVIII Injections (Ca++)

Thank you for doing the calculation to estimate product potency from the plasma recovery results. I have a couple of questions concerning the Cardiff results:

1) In the above calculation did you use the number of units (13 ± 10) or the actual volume infused? I have used a note summarising my understanding of the Cardiff data sheets.

2) Is it OK to express the plasma PVIII data i/ml rather than %?

3) Your previous report of the inclusion of PFC concentrate (Tulloch et al. Transfusion 25-27, 1980) seems to show similar results to the Cardiff data. Do you still have the raw data so that we can look at the disappearance curve in more detail?

Sorry for the scribble but we seem to have a shortage of clerical staff just now.

Best wishes,

[Signature]